POLICE DEPARTMENT
NOTIFICATION

No: T4/16289/2017 DATED 15/03/2017

The following is the Select List of Reserve Sub Inspectors fit for promotion as Reserve Inspectors, Armed Reserve Wing for the year 2016 (for the vacancies in 2017) prepared by the Departmental Promotion Committee (Lower) held on 23.01.2017, which was approved by the Government vide letter No. 5732/K1/2017/Home dated 22.02.17.

Select List of Reserve Sub Inspectors for the year 2016
for the vacancies in 2017)

1) Sri. A.V. Ayyappan
2) Sri. B. Vipin Chandran
3) Sri. M. Kunhimuhammed
4) Sri. A.P. Kunhikannan
5) Sri. Ajayakumar .P.G
6) Sri. Unnikrishnan .P.A
7) Sri. Vidhyadharan .V.R
8) Sri. Mathewkutty .G
9) Sri. Antony .K.R
10) Sri. Kammunni .M.A
11) Sri. Babu .M.M
12) Sri. Unnikrishnan .N.J
13) Sri. Ramachandran .A
14) Sri. Poulson .K.S
15) Sri. Thenkoji .K.V
16) Sri. Santhosh Kumar .K.G
17) Sri. Gangadharan .P.V
18) Sri. V. Sahadevan

(Sd/-)
State Police Chief &
Convenor, DPC (Lower)

Inspector General of Police (HQ)
For State Police Chief

Copy to: Sr. Supdt. (A & E) / Jr. Supdt. (A) / A5 Seat, PHQ for necessary action.